
HIND HUNT INHIND HUNT IN
CAIRNGORM CAIRNGORM 

Are you an experienced hunter looking for the ultimate hunting challenge? Then this tour is the perfect

choice for you. Here you will enjoy a really special hunting experience, hunting on your own terms in the

magnificent countryside of Scotland.

Hunt suitable for everyone No special fitness
requirements

Accommodation in a lodge Spot-and-Stalk Hunt Cull Hunt/Hind Stalking

Tel.: (+45) 62 20 25 40 | www.jagtrejser.dk | info@diana.dk



HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Hind hunt in Cairngorm Hind hunt in Cairngorm 

HIGHLIGHTSOverview

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

Bed & breakfast or hotel Bed & breakfast or hotel 

In the area you either stay at guesthouses (B&B) with the classic
scottish athmosphere or cosy hunting lodges in the beautiful
nature. The lodges are of high standard and a chef can be
arranged to do the cooking. You can also choose a more
moderate hunting cabin and cook for yourself.  

At the hotels in Scotland you can always get classic scotch
cooking and cosy athmosphere, and many of the places are really
historical. If you choose the classic scotch breakfast table, you
won't be hungry again until the afternoon. Nearly all hotels have
wife. 

All options of accommodation are close to the hunting areas.

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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PARTNERPARTNER

KingussieKingussie

Our partner in this area is an extremely experienced gamekeeper.
He owns the hunting rights on many of the best scottish estates in
the highlands, and on the west coast and north of Inverness. The
success rate is very high and all hunters get to experience
hunting in beautiful nature with a vast population of red deer.

Normally our partner will meet and greet our hunters, and give
instructions on the hunting. Our partner will offer to help you with
shipping of trophies - and you agree everything directly with our
partner. 

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

CairngormCairngorm

The hunting areas is located in the Cairngorm mountains in the
heart of Scotland.

The stalking takes place on various estates most of which are
within a 20 minute drive of Kingussie. All red deer are completely
wild and are located on open moorland and mountainous terrain.
The challenge of stalking over various types of terrain to achieve
the final goal of having a stag within your sights lures many
guests to us year after year.

The terrain can be extremely steep and very challenging, but all
hunts can be tailored according to the hunters physical abilities
and wishes.

A Typical Day

You will be met by your stalker, usually around 0900 hours.

Upon commencement of the hunt you will be accompanied at all
times by an experienced stalker and occasionally a ghille.

When the deer are located your stalker will select a stag that, in
his opinion, is suitable to be culled. At this point you and your
stalker begin your final approach, this will usually involve
crawling on the ground in order to avoid detection by the stag.

Equipment

- Good hiking boots
- Waterproof hunting jacket (lightweight)
- Waterproof hunting pants
- Small day-backpack
- Good binoculars

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

The price includes The price does not include

4 days stay at a Bed & Breakfast with breakfast or full

board included

3 days of deer hunting with individual guidance 1:1

Free shooting of hinds and calves (expected 1-3 per

hunter per day)

All fees and licenses are included.

Round-trip flight to Edinburgh/Aberdeen

Rental car (picked up at the airport)

Meals beyond breakfast (at the Bed & Breakfast)

Supplement for a single room, £550 per day

Weapon rental £60 per day

Tips for hunting guides - approximately £40 per day

Scottish firearm permit £750 (when bringing your own

weapon)

EU liability insurance DKK 79

Travel and cancellation insurance

Anything not mentioned under the inclusive price

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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Exchange Rate

The price show for this tour is for guidance only as fluctuations in the exchange rate may need to be taken into account. The actual

price of the tour will be agreed later.

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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